
Dear Members, Secretary and Staff:

As we all know this year adds a special taste to the successive accomplishments that
we have been able to achieve since the inception of the SIC. The FATF's Decision of
October 3, 2003 to end the monitoring period is a definitive recognition of
Lebanon's sound AML regime and a clear confirmation of our commitment to the
fight against money laundering.

Bearing this success in mind, I would like to recall some of the recent past that has
followed the listing of Lebanon in year 2000 on the NCCT List.  Collectively, and par-
ticularly owing to the hard work of Banque du Liban, Lebanon was able to avoid
sanctions that may have been imposed due to the lack of AML regulations. With the
promulgation of Law 318 and the creation of the SIC by the said Law, Lebanon was
a lot safer with its banking industry immune to the shocks and aftermath of
September 11 events and the ensuing of the U.S. Patriot Act. 

In a very short period of time, Lebanon managed to clear off the NCCT List as it has
proved strong commitment to the combating of money laundering, and demon-
strated a resolve to international cooperation and to comply with FATF recommen-
dations and best practices. Equally important, Lebanon's monitoring ended as FATF
recognized the significant strides taken by Lebanon in terms of new regulations and
implementation thereof. Law 318 was amended to facilitate an effective prosecution
proceedings and include terrorist financing and contribution to terrorist acts and
organizations as a predicate offense. Based on SIC suggestions, BDL Circular No. 83
was updated for the second time in two years, and a new circular addressed to banks
and financial institutions on updating KYC forms and setting a deadline for that, was
issued by the SIC. Fostering interagency cooperation was a priority for us and much
effort was focused on developing a well-integrated AML regime with the National
Committee playing an important role in this process.

The work at the SIC has witnessed remarkable progress on all levels. Compliance
examinations continued in earnest and many cases, local and foreign were investi-
gated and ended in the lifting of banking secrecy. STRs have increased significantly
owing largely to the creation of awareness initiated by the Secretary. Additional staff
were recruited and trained. Seminars organized by the SIC in coordination with
other renowned FIUs were made available to staff of concerned agencies.
Lebanon's experience in the fight against money laundering presents a unique case
for many, however we recognize that future challenges lie ahead as offenders will
continue to advance their sophisticated methods and as such, there will be a need
to revise existing regulations and fighting methods. We will have to take upon our-
selves to invest time and commit appropriate resources with a particular emphasis
on human resources and a continuous readiness to update regulations when need-
ed. On a regional level, we will remain committed to cooperation and to assisting
neighboring Arab countries by providing the required technical assistance and help
in the creation of a FATF style regional body.

With all in mind, I congratulate you on your serious efforts and  professional work.

Sincerely,

Riad Salamé
Banque du Liban, Governor
Special Investigation Commission, Chairman

Banque du Liban
Special Investigation Commission

(Fighting Money Laundering)
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Dear SIC Staff: 

With hard work and perseverance, together we were able to achieve the objectives
we set for ourselves. Among several accomplishments, we were successful in
attaining two major goals, the de-monitoring of Lebanon and the admission of the
SIC to the Egmont Group. These two accomplishments demonstrate the high
standing of our FIU that we have spared no effort in building and developing.

The teamwork and the performance of each SIC Unit was vital to the de-monitoring
of Lebanon.  Equally important was our commitment to international cooperation,
which paid off well and was reflected in our admittance to the Egmont Group.
Discussions held in one of the Egmont program sessions in which the Australian
Federal Police cited cooperation with the SIC as an example of effective international
cooperation is a clear recognition of our hard work. Our international cooperation
has also resulted in the signing of MOUs with several FIUs, AUSTRAC the Australian's
FIU being the most recent.

Today we move forward by continuing the path of enhancing our expertise and in this
course we remain committed to offering technical assistance to neighboring Arab
countries regarding legislative and operational infrastructure and simultaneously we
intend to play a key role in the creation of a FATF style regional body (FSRB).

In wishing you continuous success in your efforts and congratulating you on work
well done, I would like to pay a special tribute to our late staff member Nasser
El Zein whose contribution to the building of the SIC is surmounting and whose
memory will always guide us into a better future.

Finally, I take much pleasure in recognizing the unlimited support and encourage-
ment awarded to us by the Chairman and Members of the SIC which has been
instrumental in the pursuit of our objectives.

With my warmest regards,

Muhammad Baasiri 

Special Investigation Commission, Secretary

Special Investigation Commission
(Fighting Money Laundering)
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Introduction

Year 2003 has been eventful in witnessing major developments on many levels.
The Special Investigation Commission was admitted in July 2003 during the Egmont
11th plenary meeting held in Sydney Australia to the Egmont Group.

The FATF Africa Middle East Review Group onsite assessment of Lebanon's AML
regime culminated in FATF deciding in October 3, 2003 in its plenary meeting held in
Stockholm to end its monitoring of Lebanon, a practice which follows the de-listing of
an NCCT country. The de-monitoring and admittance to the Egmont Group confirm
the soundness of Lebanon's AML regime and the professional standing attained by the
SIC.

The Lebanese Parliament enacted amendments to Law 318 and Banque du Liban
introduced new amendments to Circular 83 that concern controls for fighting ML
operations at banks and financial institutions.  This is the second time amendments
are made to Circular 83 after it was first issued in May 2001.  The new amendments
were deemed necessary in light of the Compliance examinations carried out by the SIC
Compliance Unit. The SIC issued a new circular that set minimum KYC requirements
and set a deadline for banks and financial institutions to complete the updating of
KYC forms especially those pertaining to clients who opened accounts prior to Law
318.     

Interagency coordination has become more efficient and has come a long way since
the creation of AML units at Police and Customs. The National Committee has played
a vital role in all this.  Here it is worth mentioning that under the patronage of the
National Committee headed by BDL Third Vice-Governor, the SIC has developed a
state of the art application system called S-rac (SIC Remote Access Communication)
that facilitates the exchange of information among concerned agencies in a fast mode.
Fostering interagency cooperation has received priority and resulted in an increase in
the number of STRs filed with the SIC from Police and Customs. 

Extending beyond national boundaries, the SIC has effectively engaged in training
concerned personnel of neighboring countries and offered advise on their newly
enacted AML laws. Building on this initiative, the Secretary participated in informal
discussions held in Stockholm concerning the creation of an FATF Style Regional Body.
Officials from the World Bank, IMF, FATF, GCC and representatives from other Arab
countries attended the said meeting.

International cooperation between the SIC and its counterparts has accelerated as
training and visits of SIC staff to several of these FIUs continued at an increasing pace.
The Secretary accompanied by the Compliance Manager visited AUSTRAC during the
Egmont Group's plenary meeting held in Sydney and concluded a signing of an MOU
between the two FIUs.   

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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1. Law 318

The Parliament has adopted and the President of
the Republic is promulgating the text of the fol-
lowing Law:

. Article 1
Under the provisions of this Law, illicit funds are
to be understood as any asset resulting from any
of the following offences:

1 The growing, manufacturing or trading of
narcotics.

2 Acts committed by associations of wrongdo-
ers, that are specified by Articles 335 and 336
of the Penal Code, and internationally identi-
fied as organized crime.

3  Terrorist acts, as specified in Articles 314, 315
and 316 of the Penal Code.

4 To finance or to contribute to the financing of
terrorism, terrorist acts, or terrorist organiza-
tions, in accordance with the concept of ter-
rorism as defined in the Lebanese Penal Code.

5 Illegal arm trade.

6 The offences of stealing or embezzling public or
private funds, or their appropriation by fraudu-
lent means, counterfeiting, or breach of trust,
incumbent on banks, financial institutions, and
institutions listed in Article 4 of this Law, or
falling within the scope of their activities.

7 Counterfeiting money, credit cards, debit cards
or charge cards, or any official document or
commercial paper, including checks.”

. Article 2
Money laundering is any act committed with the
purpose of:

1 Concealing the real source of illicit funds, or
giving, by any means, a false statement about
the said source.

2 Transferring or substituting funds known to be
illegal for the purpose of concealing or disguis-
ing their source, or helping a person involved in
the offense to dodge responsibility.

3 Acquiring, holding or using illicit funds, or

investing such funds in purchasing movable or
immovable assets, or in carrying out financial
operations, while being aware of the illicit
nature of these funds.

. Article 3
Any person who undertakes money laundering
operations, or intervenes or participates in such
operations, shall be punishable by imprisonment
for a period of three to seven years, and by a fine
of no less than twenty million Lebanese pounds.

. Article 4
Institutions not subjected to the provisions of the
Banking Secrecy Law of September 3, 1956,
including individual institutions, namely exchange
offices, financial intermediation companies, leas-
ing companies, mutual funds, insurance compa-
nies, as well as companies promoting, building
and selling real estate, and merchants dealing with
high-value commodities (jewelry, precious stones,
gold, art collections, antiques) must keep special
records for operations that exceed an amount to
be determined by the Banque du Liban in the reg-
ulations to be set out under Article 5 of this Law.

They must also ascertain, through official docu-
ments, the identity and address of each client, and
must keep, for a period of no less than five years,
photocopies of these documents, as well as pho-
tocopies of the operation-related documents.

. Article 5
Institutions subjected to the provisions of the
Banking Secrecy Law of September 3, 1956 must
control their operations with clients, in order to
avoid involvement in what may conceal money
laundering operations resulting from any of the
offenses specified by this Law.

Within one month from the enforcement of this
Law, the Banque du Liban shall establish and publish
regulations setting out the rules of such control,
including, as a minimum, the following obligations
to be met by banks and financial institutions:

a To ascertain the true identity of their perma-
nent clients and that of the beneficial owner,
when operations are carried out through
proxies, through figureheads acting for indi-
viduals, institutions or companies, or through
numbered accounts.
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b To apply the same identity verification process
to transient clients, when the value of the
requested operation or series of operations
exceeds a specified amount.

c To keep, at least for a five-year period after
completing the operations or closing the
accounts, photocopies of all operations related
documents, as well as photocopies of official
documents about the identity of operators.

d To identify signals revealing the existence of
money laundering operations, and set out the
principles of due diligence that could detect
suspicious operations.

e To refrain from delivering incorrect state-
ments that aim at misleading administrative
or judicial authorities.

f To ensure that their auditors monitor the
implementation of regulations to be set out
under this Article, and that they report any vio-
lation to the Governor of the Banque du Liban.

. Article 6
1 An independent, legal entity with judicial status

shall be established at the Banque du Liban, and
shall discharge its duties without being under
the authority of the Banque du Liban. Its man-
date is to investigate money laundering opera-
tions, and to monitor compliance with the rules
and procedures stipulated by this Law. It will be
named hereafter “the Special Investigation
Commission” or “the Commission”.

2 The Special Investigation Commission shall
consist of:

. The Governor of the Banque du Liban or, in
case of impediment, one of the Vice-
Governors designated by him.               Chairman

. The President of the Banking Control Com-
mission or, in case of impediment, a member of
the Commission designated by him.       Member

. The judge appointed to the Higher Banking
Commission or, in case of impediment, the
alternate judge appointed by the Higher
Judicial Council for a period equal to the term
of the judge.                                           Member

. A member and his/her alternate, recommend-
ed by the Governor of the Banque du Liban and
appointed by the Council of Ministers.

Member

3 The Special Investigation Commission shall
appoint a full-time Secretary, who shall be
responsible for the tasks assigned to him by
the Commission, and for implementing its
decisions. The Secretary shall directly super-
vise a special body of auditors designated by
the Commission for the purpose of control-
ling and verifying the implementation of the
obligations mentioned in the said law. The
said control shall be done on a continuous
basis. And none of these shall be bound by the
provisions of the Banking Secrecy Law of
September 3, 1956.

4 The mission of The Special Investigation
Commission is to investigate operations that
are suspected to be money laundering offens-
es, and to decide on the seriousness of evi-
dence and circumstantial evidence related to
any such offense or offenses.

When accounts opened at banks or financial
institutions are suspected to have been used for
money laundering purposes, the lifting of bank-
ing secrecy provisions to the benefit of the com-
petent judicial authorities and the Higher
Banking Commission represented by its
Chairman, shall be the exclusive right of the
Commission.

5 The Commission is convened by its Chairman.
It shall meet, at least, twice a month and as
needed. The legal quorum requires the presence
of three members at least.

6 The Commission shall take its decisions at a
majority of the attending members. In case
of a tie, the Chairman shall have a deciding
vote.

7 The Commission shall establish, within one
month from the enforcement of this Law, its
own functioning rules and regulations gov-
erning its regular and contractual staff who
are subjected to private law, namely the obli-
gation of confidentiality.

In the framework of the budget prepared by
the Commission and approved by the Central
Council of the Banque du Liban, the expenses
of the Commission and of its ancillary bodies
shall be borne by the Banque du Liban.

. Article 7
1 The concerned parties referred to in Articles 4

and 5 of this Law must immediately report to
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the Commission the details of operations they
suspect to be concealing money laundering.

2 In discharging their duties, the auditors of the
Banking Control Commission must, through
their Chairman, report to the Commission any
operations they suspect to be concealing
money laundering operations.

. Article 8
1 Upon receiving information from the concerned

parties mentioned in Article 7, or from official
Lebanese or foreign authorities, the Commission
shall convene immediately to consider the case.

2 After perusing the received information, the
Commission shall, within a period of three work-
ing days, take a temporary decision to freeze the
suspected account(s) for a one time renewable
period of five working days, when the source of
funds remains unknown or suspected to pro-
ceed from a money laundering offense. During
the said period, the Commission shall continue
the investigation of the suspected account(s)
either directly or through a delegated member
of the Commission or a designated concerned
responsible, or through its Secretary or an
appointed bank auditor. All designated persons
shall discharge their duties under the obligation
of confidentiality, but without being bound by
the provisions of the Banking Secrecy Law of
September 3, 1956.

3 After completing its investigations, the
Commission shall take, during the temporary
freezing period of the suspected account(s), a
final decision on whether to free the said
account(s) if the source of funds is not found to
be illicit, or to lift banking secrecy regarding the
account(s) and maintain the freezing. If, at the
end of the period stipulated in Paragraph 2
above, the Commission does not render any
decision, the said account(s) shall be automati-
cally deemed free. The final decision of the
Commission is not subject to any ordinary or
extraordinary form of administrative or judicial
recourse, including recourse against abuse of
authority.

4 In case of a decision on lifting banking secrecy,
the Commission shall send a certified copy of
its justified, final decision to the State
Prosecutor of the Supreme Court, the Higher
Banking Commission through its Chairman,

the concerned party, the concerned bank, and
the concerned foreign authority. This shall be
effected either directly or through the official
party through which the information has been
received.

. Article 9
The Chairman of the Commission or his/her
directly designated delegate may communicate
with any Lebanese or foreign judicial, administra-
tive, financial, or security authority, in order to
request information or know the details of previ-
ous investigations that are linked or related to
ongoing investigations by the Commission. And
the Lebanese authorities must immediately
respond to such an information request.

. Article 10
The Commission shall establish a central system
named the Financial Investigation Administrative
Unit, which will function as the competent
authority and the official center for monitoring,
collecting and archiving information on money
laundering offenses, and for exchanging informa-
tion with foreign counterparts.

The Financial Investigation Administrative Unit
shall periodically provide the Commission with all
available information on money laundering offens-
es.

The Commission shall determine the number of
the members of this Unit, their functions and
their compensation. When necessary, it shall take
statutory disciplinary measures, including termi-
nation of employment in case of breach of duty,
without precluding the possibility of civil or crim-
inal prosecution. All these persons shall be sub-
mitted to the same obligations that bind the
members of the Commission, especially the obli-
gation of confidentiality. 

. Article 11
Except for a decision by the Commission to lift
banking secrecy, the reporting obligation stipulat-
ed by the present Law is absolutely confidential.
This absolute confidentiality shall apply to any
reporting, natural or moral person, as well as to
the documents submitted for this purpose, and to
the documents and procedures related to each
stage of the investigation.
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. Article 12
Within the scope of their duties under the provi-
sions of this Law, the Chairman and members of
the Commission, and the Commission's staff and
delegates, shall enjoy immunity. In consequence,
they may not be prosecuted or sued, neither col-
lectively nor individually, for any civil or criminal
liability related to the discharging of their duties,
including offenses specified by the Banking
Secrecy Law of September 3, 1956, except when
any of them discloses banking secrecy.

In discharging their duties under the provisions of
this Law, or according to the decisions of the
Commission, the bank and its staff shall enjoy the
same immunity.

. Article 13
Any person who violates the provisions of Articles
4, 5, 7 and 11 of this Law shall be punishable by
imprisonment for a period of two months to one
year and a fine not exceeding ten million Lebanese
pounds, or by either penalty.

. Article 14
The State shall confiscate any movable or immovable
assets that are proved, by a final court ruling, to be
related to, or proceeding from, offenses listed in
Article 1 of this Law, unless the owners of the said
assets prove in court their legal rights thereupon.

. Article 15
The reservations specified in Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4
of Article 1 of Law No. 426 of May 15, 1995, relat-
ed to the ratification of the 1988 United Nations
Convention on Fighting Illegal Trade of Narcotics
and Psychotropic Drugs, are repealed, as well as the
provisions of Article 132 of Law No. 673 of March
16, 1998, on Narcotics, Psychotropic Drugs and
their Raw Materials.

. Article 16
Upon entry into force of this Law, any legal provi-
sion that is contrary to, or inconsistent with its
provisions, especially those specified in the
Banking Secrecy Law of September 3, 1956, and
those of Law No. 673 of March 16, 1998, on
Narcotics, Psychotropic Drugs and their Raw
Materials, shall cease to be operative.

. Article 17
This Law shall enter into force on its publication
date in the Official Gazette.

18
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2. Regulations on the Control of 
Financial and Banking Operations 
for Fighting Money Laundering

Banque du Liban issued Circular No. 83 on May
18, 2001 concerning Regulations on the Control
of  Financial and Banking Operations for Fighting
Money Laundering, and amended it on May 31,
2002. Another amendment was made to the said
Circular on September 17, 2003.

. Article 1 
This Regulation was set in implementation of the
article 5 of Law No. 318 dated April 20, 2001
related to fighting money laundering.

Section I Control on financial operations for
fighting money laundering

. Article 2 
All banks and financial institutions operating in
Lebanon must: 

1 Ascertain the identity and activities of their
correspondents, making sure, when dealing
with them for the first time, that they are legal
entities, based on submitted documentary
evidence. In particular, they must make sure
that the foreign bank with which they deal is
not a shell bank.

2 Exercise control on their operations with
clients to avoid involvement in money laun-
dering operations, resulting from any of the
offenses specified in Law No. 318 of April 20,
2001. For this purpose, they must follow, for
indicative purposes but not restrictively, the
mandatory rules set out in this Regulation.

Section II Checking the client's identity, deter-
mining the economic right's owner (the actual
beneficiary of the intended operation) 

. Article 3  
Checking the client's identity: 

1 Banks and financial institutions must, as far as
they are concerned, adopt clear procedures

for opening new accounts, in particular for
determining the economic right's owner. They
must also check the identity of all their per-
manent and transient clients, whether resi-
dent or non-resident, especially in the follow-
ing instances: 

Opening accounts of any kind, including
fiduciary accounts, numbered accounts,
and accounts held by persons who might
be the object of suspicion.
Conducting lending operations.
Concluding contracts for leasing bank
safes.
Conducting cashier's operations when the
amount exceeds US$ 10,000 or the equiv-
alent in any other currency. 

Cashier's operations include cash payments by
the client at the counter (depositing funds,
exchanging currencies, purchasing precious
metals, purchasing financial instruments in
cash, cash subscription to vouchers at the
counter, purchasing traveler's checks in cash,
orders for current transfers in cash, etc.).

2 Regardless of the operation's value, the officer
in charge of the operation must also check the
client's identity when noticing that, on the
same account or on multiple accounts of the
same person, several operations are being car-
ried out for amounts that are separately less
than the minimum specified in Paragraph 1 of
this Article but totaling more than USD
10,000 or the equivalent. The same identity
checking should take place if the client is sus-
pected of trying to make a money-laundering
operation.

3 In order to check the client's identity, the offi-
cer in charge of the operation must:

I. Request the following documents from
the client:

a In case the client is a natural person: a
passport, an identity card, an individ-
ual civil registration, or a residence
permit.

b In case the client is a legal entity: duly
registered documents regarding its
statutes, its registration certificate,
the identity of the person empowered
to sign on its behalf, and the identity
of its legal representative.
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c In case the operation is effected
through an authorized representative:
the original power of attorney or a cer-
tified copy, in addition to documents
regarding the identity of both the client
and the authorized representative.

d In case the operation is effected by
correspondence: an authentication of
the client's signature on the same doc-
ument or separately. The signature's
authentication or the verification of
the non-resident client's identity may
be obtained from a correspondent or
affiliated bank, or from a branch or a
representative office of the concerned
bank, or from another bank whose
authorized signatures can be verified.

II. Keep, at least for five years after implementing
the operation or closing the account, the full
name and residential address of the client,
with information about the profession and
financial status of the said client. Copies of all
documents used in the checking process should
also be saved.

4 An agent or a client is meant to be any natural or
moral person, whether a corporation or an insti-
tution of any kind, or a non-profit organization
or association (mutual funds, cooperatives, wel-
fare centers, charitable associations, clubs, etc.).

. Article 4 
The bank/financial institution shall request from
each client a written statement about the identi-
ty of the economic right's owner (the actual ben-
eficiary) regarding the intended operation,
including the owner's full name and residential
address (the name of the institution, its head
office and home country, in case the owner is a
legal entity or a company), in addition to infor-
mation about the profession and financial status
of the said owner. The bank/financial institution
shall keep a copy of this statement if it has doubts
that the client is not the economic right's owner,
or in case the client states that the said owner is a
third party, especially when operations are car-
ried out as mentioned in Article 3, Paragraphs 1
and 2, of this Regulation.

. Article 5
Doubts about the identity of the economic right's
owner would arise in the following instances,

which are mentioned for indicative purposes but
not restrictively:

a When a power of attorney is given to a non-
professional person (who, for instance, is not
a lawyer, a fully authorized representative, or a
financial intermediate) and when it appears
that the relationship to the client does not jus-
tify the proxy operation; or when the business
relationship is conducted through nominees
or numbered accounts, or through umbrella
institutions or companies.

b When the financial status of the client intend-
ing to make the operation is known to the
officer in charge, and when the operation's
value is disproportionate to the financial sta-
tus of the said client.

c When, through the conduct of business with
the client, any other indicator draws the
attention of the bank/financial institution.

. Article 6
The bank/financial institution must immediately
inform the Governor of the Banque du Liban in
his capacity as Chairman of the Special
Investigation Commission, established by virtue
of Article 5 of Law No. 318 of April 20, 2001,
when it holds evidence or has doubts that an
operation involves money laundering, especially:

. When it has persistent doubts about the
credibility of the written statement submit-
ted by the client regarding the identity of
the economic right's owner, or when it dis-
covers that false information has been given
on the identity of the said owner.

. When it realizes that it was misled in the
course of checking the client's identity,
while having serious and precise doubts
about the information provided by the
client.

. When it undertakes, whether directly or
upon the request of concerned parties, par-
ticularly correspondent banks, to return
transferred amounts or checks, either
because of forgery or because of doubts
that they involve suspicious operations.

. Article 7
The bank/financial institution shall periodically
check again the identity of the client or the iden-
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tity of the economic right's owner, including that
of owners' of accounts opened before the enact-
ment of the Law on fighting money laundering, in
order to modify or add, on the adopted KYC
(know your client) form, any new information
resulting from any changes in the customer's sta-
tus, especially in case of doubts about the veracity
of previously submitted information, or when
changes have occurred in the client's identity or in
the identity of the economic right's owner.

Therefore, the bank/financial institution must set
up working plans with precise dates,  in order to
fulfill these obligations. 

Section III The obligation to control certain
operations

. Article 8
1 The bank/financial institution must enquire from

the client about the source and destination of
funds, the object of the operation, and the iden-
tities of both the beneficiary and the economic
right's owner, when it finds that the intended
operation has the following characteristics:

a An operation, as described in Article 3,
Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Regulation.

b An operation carried out in exceptionally
complicated circumstances. In this respect,
the bank/financial institution should assess
the said circumstances not only in relation to
the nature and type of the operation, but
also in relation to its apparent goal.

c An operation that seems to have no eco-
nomic rationale or legitimate objective,
especially when there is a discrepancy
between the operation and the client's pro-
fessional activity, or even between the oper-
ation and the client's habits and personality.

2 The bank/financial institution must immedi-
ately inform the Governor of the Banque du
Liban in his capacity as chairman of the Special
Investigation Commission when, in light of
the answers received, it has serious doubts
that the operation is an attempt to launder
funds resulting from any of the offenses spec-
ified by law.

. Article 9
Banks and financial institutions must, as far as
each is concerned: 

a Give special attention, for indicative purposes
but not restrictively, to the following indica-
tors on money laundering: 

1 The exchange of big sums of small-
denomination bills with large-denomina-
tion bills of the same currency or of any
other currency.

2 The undertaking of large or recurrent for-
eign exchange operations (cambio), by
using cash funds.

3 Certain movements in the client's
account, such as making large or recurrent
deposits reaching a determined ceiling or
totaling a huge amount, unjustified by the
apparent activities of the client.

4 The operation of an account for the main
purpose of transferring abroad, or receiving
from abroad, sizeable amounts of money,
while it appears to the officer in charge of
such operations that they are not justified by
the client's activities.

5 The undertaking of large or recurrent
operations related to offshore activities
considered by the officer in charge of such
operations as disproportionate to the
client's activities.

6 The replacement of large cash funds by elec-
tronic transfer requests or by bank checks.

7 A change in the deposit pattern by a client
who is exempted from filling the cash
transaction slip (C.T.S.)

8 The undertaking by a client of large cash
operations in the form of deposits and
withdrawals, with insufficient personal
identification.

9 The fact of receiving or cashing checks
issued abroad to the bearer, or to the order
of a person but previously endorsed by per-
sons other than the depositor; or the fact
of receiving large-amount checks that may
be unrelated to commercial transactions or
alleged to be gambling gains.

10 The occurrence of cash deposits and/or
bank transfers followed by direct and
recurrent withdrawals.

11 The holding of numerous accounts unjusti-
fied by the nature of the client's activities, or
the undertaking of numerous cash transfers
between and through these accounts.

12 The occurrence of cash deposits and/or
bank transfers, while the client's activi-
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ties do not generate such a volume of
funds.

13 The fact of depositing bank/traveler's checks
in the account of a corporation/institution
whose activities do not justify such deposits.

14 The occurrence of cash deposits and/or
bank transfers that appear unusual, con-
sidering the location of the branch.

15 The undertaking of e-banking operations
that appear unusual.

b Monitor the accounts opened and operations
carried out by clients, through the units and divi-
sions mentioned in Article 11 of this Regulation,
by using specialized software programs for
retrieving (daily, weekly, monthly, annual)
reports on the accounts and operations to which
the above mentioned indicators apply.

Section IV Committees and administrative units
responsible for controlling  money laundering-
fighting operations, and their tasks

. Article 10
All banks and financial institutions operating in
Lebanon must: 

1 Establish a special committee consisting of the
Director General, the Banking Risk Director,
the Operations Director, the Treasury
Director, the Branches Director, and the
responsible for the Unit stipulated in the fol-
lowing Paragraph 2.

2 Establish a unit to ascertain compliance with
the laws, regulations and procedures in force,
hereafter named “the Compliance Unit”.

3 Appoint in each branch of the bank/financial
institution an officer responsible for the control
of money laundering - fighting operations.

. Article 11
Within their own terms of reference, the commit-
tees and administrative units established at the
banks and financial institutions, as well as other
concerned officials at the bank/financial institu-
tion, must comply with the procedures aiming at
the control of money laundering-fighting opera-
tions, and must prevent such operations from
being carried out. These procedures are, for
indicative purposes but not restrictively, defined as
follows: 

1 Regarding the Special Committee mentioned
above in Paragraph 1 of Article 10: 

a To prepare a procedure guide for imple-
menting the provisions of the Law on
Fighting Money Laundering and the provi-
sions of this Regulation.

b To prepare a form for client recognition
(KYC: Know Your Customer) and for con-
trolling financial and banking operations to
avoid involvement in money laundering
operations. This form should include basic
information about clients, in particular those
specified in Article 3 of this Regulation, for
indicative purposes but not restrictively.

c To ascertain the proper implementation
and effectiveness of the procedures and
regulations on fighting money laundering
operations.

d To review periodically the above-men-
tioned procedures and regulations, and to
develop them in line with up-to-date
methods of fighting money laundering.

e To prepare a training program on the
methods of controlling financial and bank-
ing operations, in accordance with the con-
trol procedure guide, and with other legal
and regulatory texts in force.

f To review the reports submitted by the
“Compliance Unit” and the “Internal Audit
Unit” on suspicious operations and high-
risk accounts, regarding cash deposit and
withdrawal operations, transfer opera-
tions, and the link between these opera-
tions and economic activities.

g To comment on the reports mentioned in
paragraph (f) above, and to submit com-
ments to the Board of Directors.

h To monitor, when the operation exceeds
ten thousand US dollars or its equivalent,
the adequacy of exemption procedures
whereby some well-known clients are
exempted from filling the cash transaction
slip, and also to determine the exemption
ceiling and to modify it according to devel-
opments in the client's economic situation. 

2 Regarding the Compliance Unit: 

a To ascertain that responsible officers are
complying with the procedure guide on
the implementation of legal and regulato-
ry texts for fighting money laundering, and
that the KYC forms are properly filled.
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b To review periodically the effectiveness of
the procedures and regulations on fighting
money laundering operations, and to pro-
pose amendments to the special commit-
tee, mentioned above in Paragraph 1 of
Article 10, for taking appropriate decisions
with the approval of Management.

c To review the daily/weekly reports
received from the concerned departments
and branches about cash operations and
fund transfers.

d To monitor, on a consolidated basis, the
client's accounts and operations in and off
balance sheet at the Head Office and at all
branches in Lebanon and abroad.

e To investigate suspicious operations, and
to prepare periodical (at least, monthly)
reports on suspicious operations that
appear to be risky and submit them to the
“special committee”. 

3 Regarding the Internal Audit Unit: 

a To audit cash operations, transfers, and
account movements.

b To ascertain that concerned branches and sec-
tions are complying with the procedure guide
on the implementation of legal and regulato-
ry texts for fighting money laundering, and
that the KYC forms are properly filled.

c To report discrepancies to the appointed
auditor, through periodical reports.

d To inform the “Compliance Unit” through
reports on what is mentioned in paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) above, and on any operation
that implies suspicious operation risks. 

4 Regarding the Officer responsible for opera-
tions control at the branch, either the branch's
director or the operations manager: 

a To ascertain that the branch's employees
are complying with the procedure guide on
the implementation of legal and regulato-
ry texts for fighting money laundering, and
that the KYC forms are properly filled.

b To control cash operations, transfers, and
any other account-related operations, in
particular those carried out through ATMs,
and all other operations carried out elec-
tronically (non face-to-face banking).

c To inform the Compliance Unit about any
suspicious operations, and about the
extent of compliance by the branch with
the required procedures. 

5 Regarding the Transfers Section Chief: 

a To verify transfers credited to clients'
accounts, particularly electronic transfers,
that do not include the name of the ordering
customer, exceed a specified amount, and
follow an unusual pattern, in view of the
nature and size of the client's activities. Also,
to verify the accounts from which recurrent
or unusual transfers are made, and to ascer-
tain the integrity of these transfers in rela-
tion to the veracity of their sources.

b To report to the Compliance Unit, through
the officer responsible for operations con-
trol at the branch, any doubtful transfer
that may involve suspicious money laun-
dering operations. 

6 Regarding the Cashiers:

a To require from clients, except from those
exempted, to fill and sign a cash transaction
slip (CTS), which must include its nature,
the amount involved and the source of
funds, when making a cash deposit exceed-
ing ten thousand US dollars or the equiva-
lent, or when carrying out multiple opera-
tions involving lower amounts but totaling
more than USD 10,000 or the equivalent.

b To prepare tables for operations that
exceed the ceiling specified for clients
exempted from filling the cash transaction
slip, and to take the necessary measures to
safeguard these tables, in order to make
them available, on request, to internal
auditing officers or bank auditors, or to the
Special Investigation Commission.

c To report to the Compliance Unit, through
the officer responsible for operations con-
trol at the branch, any doubtful cash
deposit that may involve money-launder-
ing operations. 

7 Regarding the Check Section Chief: 

a To give caution and attention to checks
endorsed to a third party and to bank checks
that are not deposited by the first benefici-
ary, as well as to traveler's checks and checks
issued by institutions in foreign countries, in
addition to those in which the identity of the
account's holder is not specified.

b To report to the Compliance Unit, through
the officer responsible for operations con-
trol at the branch, any check deemed suspi-
cious.
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c To make sure that checks are not credited
to clients' accounts before being effective-
ly collected from the issuing banks. 

8 Regarding the Branch Director: 

a To perform, when necessary, the functions
of the officer responsible for operations
control at the branch.

b To review account opening operations, to
approve the exemption of certain clients
from filling cash transaction slips, and to
determine the ceilings of exemption, based
on relevant criteria. The branch director
must also submit the names of exempted
clients and the ceilings of exemption to the
“special committee” for consideration.

c To coordinate with the Credit Director con-
cerning debit accounts, and with the
Branches Director concerning credit
accounts.

d To make periodical visits to debtor clients
directly or through his operations manager
to take cognizance of their business. And,
also, to prepare reports about creditor and
debtor clients when having doubts that
movements in their accounts may conceal
suspicious money laundering operations,
and to submit copies of these reports to the
Compliance Unit.

Section V Final Provisions

. Article 12 
Each bank/financial institution must: 

1 Establish, on money laundering operations, a
computerized central archive of collected
information that would include, for indicative
purposes but not restrictively, the names cir-
culated by the Special Investigation
Commission, and those of holders of doubtful
accounts reported by the bank/financial insti-
tution. The latter must also notify the SIC
about any account opened subsequently by
any of these persons, whether directly, indi-
rectly, or by proxy. 

2 Ensure an ongoing training of their staff and
the participation of the officers responsible
for operation control and for training in rele-
vant seminars, workshops and lectures, so
that they may keep abreast of money launder-
ing-fighting methods.

3 Not close any suspicious account, before con-
sulting with the SIC.

4 Keep a special record of persons who open or
activate accounts by proxy.

5 Require, for recruitment, the highest stan-
dards of honesty and integrity. 

6 Instruct their staff that, subject to disciplinary
rules, they must refrain from informing
clients when the SIC proceeds to investigate
or audit their accounts, until the SIC makes a
decision on lifting banking secrecy on the said
accounts and notifies the concerned clients.

7 Inform their branches operating abroad that
they must, as a minimum, apply the proce-
dures mentioned in this Regulation, provided
they are not incompatible with the laws and
rules of the host country.

8 When enlisting the help of brokers and intro-
ducers, to deal only with those who meet the
criteria adopted by banks and financial institu-
tions when dealing with their clients.

. Article 13 
The auditor of the bank/financial institution
must: 

1 Review the internal auditing procedures for
ascertaining compliance by the bank/ finan-
cial institution with the provisions of this
Regulation. In this respect, the auditor shall
prepare an annual report to be submitted to
the board of directors of the bank/financial
institution, to the Governor of the Banque du
Liban, and to the Banking Control
Commission. In addition to the results of the
auditor's review and to the recommendations
on ways to enhance operation control, the
said report shall include detailed information
about the verification of compliance by the
bank/financial institution with the obligations
hereafter mentioned for indicative purposes
but not restrictively: 

a To comply with the provisions of Articles
3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12 of this Regulation.

b To fill the KYC forms.
c To adopt a policy and written procedures

concerning the acceptance and opening of
new clients' accounts.

d To enquire about the source of received
funds and their final destination, and
about the reasons of cash operations, as
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specified in the Law on fighting money
laundering and in this Regulation; to set
ceilings for cash deposits and withdrawals,
and for transfers from abroad, operations
to be given due caution and attention; and
to adopt deposit forms that show the
source of deposited funds, when a deposit
or the total of several deposits exceed the
specified ceiling.

e To prepare periodical reports (every quar-
ter, at least) on cash deposit and withdraw-
al operations, and on transfers to clients'
accounts. These reports should be
reviewed by management officers and by
the internal auditing unit.

f To include, in the adopted, internal audit-
ing procedures, specific measures for
reviewing compliance with the said proce-
dures.

2 To report immediately to the Governor of
Banque du Liban, in his capacity as chairman
of the above-mentioned Special Investigation
Commission, any violation of the provisions of
this Regulation.
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3. The National Committee for 
coordinating AML policies

“The National Committee” advanced its initia-
tives and held successive meetings throughout the
year. Representatives of concerned agencies delib-
erated several AML policies and decided certain
courses of action.

S-rac, an SIC internally developed application sys-
tem that facilitates the electronic exchange of
information among the concerned agencies in a
timely fashion, is an example of what this
Committee has embarked on to achieve its objec-
tives.

Another illustration of the concerted efforts of
the Committee, was the running of two work-
shops that were organized by the SIC each jointly
with NCIS and British Customs in which personnel
from the SIC, General Prosecutor's Office, Police
and Customs attended.

The Committee is set to encompass the Office of
the General Prosecutor in the S-rac application
system and plans to hold regional seminars and
workshops on AML related subjects that would
take place in Lebanon under the co-sponsorship
of the SIC and renowned FIUs and international
institutions. 
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1. Organization Chart
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2.  Commission Members

1 The Special Investigation Commission is composed of: 
The Governor of Banque du Liban,
Mr. Riad Salamé, or the Vice-Governor
designated by him.                                                                    Chairman

The President of the Banking Control Commission, 
Mr. Walid Alameddine, or the member of the
Commission designated by him. Member     

The judge appointed to the Higher Banking 
Commission, Mr. Shebib Moukalled, or his
alternate judge Mr. Ahmad Al-Moallem. Member

A Professional appointed by the Council of 
Ministers, Mr. Joseph Antakli, or his alternate
Mr. Jean Moubarak.                                                                Member

2 Article 6 of Law 318 of April 20, 2001 specifies the mission and
tasks of the Commission as follows: 

. To investigate operations that are suspected to be money laundering
offenses, and to decide on the seriousness of evidence and circumstan-
tial evidence related to any such offense or offenses. 

. When accounts opened at banks or financial institutions are suspect-
ed to have been used for money laundering purposes, the lifting of
banking secrecy to the benefit of the competent judicial authorities
and the Higher Banking Commission, represented by its Chairman,
shall be the exclusive right of the Commission. 

. The Commission is convened by the Chairman and meets, at least,
twice a month and as needed. The legal quorum requires the presence
of three members  at least. 

. The Commission shall take its decisions at a majority of the attending
members. In case of a tie, the Chairman shall have a deciding vote. 
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3. Secretariat Functions

In reference to Law 318 of April 20, 2001 and SIC Decision of July 4, 2001,
amended by SIC Decision of September 4, 2003 , the Secretariat is organized
as follows:

Secretary

The Secretary is entrusted with tasks that include:

. Supervising directly:

-  The Audit & Investigation Unit 

-  The Financial Investigation Administrative Unit 

-  The Compliance Unit 

-  The Information Technology & Security Unit.

. Receiving directly or through the Chairman of the Commission all
money-laundering related suspicious transactions reports.

. Notifying concerned parties of the Commission's decisions.

. Implementing through concerned Units decisions made by the Com-
mission.

. Submitting to the Commission reports on missions finalized by con-
cerned Units and providing an analytical opinion on those reports.

. Monitoring domestic and foreign laws and regulations and recom-
mending to the Commission amendments to be made to those
enforced in Lebanon to enhance fighting money laundering.

. Submitting to the Commission recommendations concerning:

- Amending the regulations on the Control of Financial and Banking
Operations for Fighting Money Laundering.

- Introducing internal auditing procedures to all sectors, namely in
agriculture, industry, trade and services, in order to prevent money
laundering practices in these sectors. 

. Overseeing both staff related administrative matters as well as budget
and expenditure concerns.

. Implementing the Commission's decisions that aim at fostering coop-
eration with foreign counterparts.
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1 Audit and Investigation Unit

This Unit includes ten staff members and is entrusted with the following tasks:

. Auditing as per Commission mandate accounts subject suspicious
transactions reports and in other accounts suspected to conceal
money-laundering operations.

. Gathering evidence on operations that may constitute money-laun-
dering offenses.

. Submitting to the Commission, through the Secretary, reports on both
audited accounts and investigations that relate to operations suspect-
ed to constitute money laundering.

. Informing the “Financial Investigation Administrative Unit” of pre-
pared reports on suspicious accounts and operations, to be entered on
their databank.

. Informing the “Compliance Unit” of prepared reports on suspi-
cious accounts and operations, to be taken into consideration
when carrying out assignments at concerned banks and financial
institutions.

2 Financial Investigation Administrative Unit

This Unit includes six staff members and is entrusted with the following tasks:

. Gathering information from various sources concerning suspicious
transactions related to money laundering, especially those under
investigation and forwarding them to concerned parties, through the
Secretary, after gaining approval from the Commission.

. Establishing a databank that contains information on investigations
related to suspicious transactions, names of persons involved or possi-
bly involved in money laundering operations and rulings on individu-
als that committed such crimes to be organized by sector and by geo-
graphic distribution.

Information on money laundering operations shall be classified by source:

a Information received from institutions covered by the
Banking Secrecy Law of September 9, 1956 (banks, financial
institutions), may be provided to judicial authorities or for-
eign competent authorities only by a decision of the
Commission.

b Information received from institutions not covered by the
Banking Secrecy Law of September 9, 1956 (money dealers,
brokerage firms…) may be provided to requesting authori-
ties in accordance with procedures decided by the
Commission.
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. Monitoring domestic and foreign laws and regulations and recom-
mending to the Commission, through the Secretary, amendments to
be made to those enforced in Lebanon to enhance fighting money
laundering.

. Coordinating with the “Information Technology & Security Unit” on
building and updating the Commission's website. 

. Carrying out requested studies.

. Submitting to the Commission, through the Secretary, recommenda-
tions on ways to introduce internal auditing procedures to all sec-
tors, namely in agriculture, industry, trade and services, in order to
prevent the introduction of money laundering practices to these
sectors.

3 Compliance Unit

This Unit includes ten staff members and is entrusted with the following tasks:

. Auditing and examining banks, finance companies and other reporting
entities, as per commission mandate, to ensure compliance with:

1 Law No. 318 dated 20/4/2001 on Fighting Money Laundering.

2 The Regulations on the Control of Financial and Banking
Operations for Fighting Money Laundering (Banque du Liban
Circular 83 and its amendments).

3 Special Investigation Commission Circulars.

4 Banque du Liban prospective Circulars on Fighting Money
Laundering.

. Preparing reports and periodic statistical data that reflect compliance
of banks, finance companies and other reporting entities with the anti-
money laundering regulations and informing the Commission through
the Secretary of its findings.

. Requesting through the Secretary, as per commission mandate, that
banks, finance companies and other reporting entities take corrective
measures when instances of non-compliance or partial compliance are
noted and follow up on the implementation of the required corrective
measures.

. Providing the “Financial Investigation Administrative Unit” with sum-
maries of compliance reports, to be entered on their databank. 

. Advising the “Audit & Investigation Unit” of the compliance status of
banks, finance companies and other reporting entities when investiga-
tions in operations that might conceal money laundering are initiated
at those entities.
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. Suggesting procedural measures to the Secretary aimed at enhancing
supervision for fighting money laundering. 

. Submitting to the Commission, through the Secretary, suggestions to
amend the Regulations on the Control of Financial and Banking
Operations For Fighting Money Laundering.

. Verifying that external auditors forward the reports subject paragraph
1 of article 13 of the Regulations on the Control of Financial and
Banking Operations for Fighting Money Laundering to the Governor
of the Central Bank within the specified period and ensure, through
the Secretary, that banks and financial institutions implement the
required corrective measures mentioned in those reports.

. Contacting external auditors, through the Secretary, to ensure that
they are implementing the requirements stipulated in basic Decision
7818 dated 18/5/2001. This shall be done after comparing
Compliance Unit reports with those of external auditors.

4 Information Technology and Security Unit

This Unit includes seven staff members and is entrusted with the following tasks:

. Installing and maintaining servers, computers, and all technical equip-
ment.

. Developing, updating and maintaining required IT programs in-line
with the work needs of the various Units and also those relating to the
databank, security and monitoring equipment.

. Setting up security procedures for data and programs, and ensuring
their efficiency.

. Building a website for the purpose of highlighting Lebanon's AML
policies and providing technical assistance for periodic updates.  

. Analyzing and implementing IT programs for the purpose of exchang-
ing information with local and foreign authorities concerned with
fighting money laundering.

. Controlling access to the SIC Secretariat offices.

. Operating and managing the monitoring system. 
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1. SIC Units
Taking advantage of the newly recruited staff and the pleasant working
environment resulting from the plenty of space in the new premises, at
Banque du Liban, hard work continued as usual at the SIC Units.

a  Audit & Investigation Unit 

In 2003 the AIU investigated 232 cases 82 of which were foreign and
40 cases are currently under investigation.  Banking secrecy was lifted
off 135 cases and were forwarded to the concerned parties as called for
by Law 318.  New investigative methods were adopted and frequent
contacts with FIUs regarding cases under investigation became a rou-
tine exercise.

b  Financial Investigation Administrative Unit

The FIAU became more involved in interagency coordination matters,
meeting frequently with appointed Police & Customs liaison officers. All
2003 cases were entered on SIERS and updates to previous cases were
made. Providing relevant statistical data and monitoring growth of
banks' & major money dealers' balance sheets along with tracking
money laundering news from around the world and making it available
to staff and to our website users were also part of this Unit's activities.

c  Compliance Unit

Examinations to ensure compliance of banks, financial institutions,  insur-
ance companies and other reporting entities with pertinent AML regula-
tions continued as usual. Several reporting entities were revisited to
ensure that such entities have implemented corrective measures required
by the SIC. In 2003, 37 banks, 16 financial institutions, 48 insurance com-
panies, 214 money dealers and a number of other reporting entities were
examined. The Compliance Unit also upgraded its sampling techniques
and assessments methodology, and suggested amendments to Circular
83 that were  adopted  by  the  SIC  and issued  by  Banque du Liban. SIC
Circular 4 on updating KYC forms was also initiated by this Unit. 

This Unit was also heavily involved in assessing the quality of banks and
financial institutions external auditors' AML reports by comparing
them to its own and pointing out discrepancies.  Other important mat-
ters are also worth mentioning such as suggesting to the SIC that insur-
ance brokers abide by the same AML regulations required from insur-
ance companies. This suggestion was adopted by the SIC and forward-
ed to the Minister of The Economy & Trade who subsequently issued
appropriate directives. Many STRs were filed by reporting entities as a
result of the proactive compliance examinations. 
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d  IT & Security Unit

The IT & Security Unit worked hard to ensure a smooth transition of
servers, equipment & telecommunication devices to our new premises
at Banque du Liban without significant interruption of work.
Throughout 2003 the application system “SIERS” was updated and S-
Rac was developed to ensure both secure and timely coordination with
Police and Customs.  Our website was updated to include new features
such as our ML newsletter and more security features were added to
safeguard the integrity and confidentiality of information not available
to the public.  

2.  Staff training

AML expertise has grown rapidly at SIC Units, due mainly to extensive
training taking place both locally and abroad. Local seminars, brain-
storming sessions, weekly briefings and power point presentations on
the latest AML issues are run frequently. Moreover on-job training
through compliance examinations and case investigations has taking
place throughout the year. All new staff had their share of international
training by visiting reputable FIUs such as FinCEN, TRACFIN, NCIS &
CTIF-CFI.In parallel, old staff also received additional training with FIUs or
with other highly regarded institutions such as the FDIC, Commission
Bancaire and FSA.  With the SIC joining the Egmont Group, we expect
training opportunities to increase in scope and diversity allowing staff to
gain more exposure and grow their skills. 

3.  Creating Awareness 

The outreach efforts of the Secretary and staff paid off handsomely
resulting in the sharp increase in the number of STRs received in 2003.
Seminars and presentations to a large and diverse audience ranging from
university students to bankers & money dealers and regular meetings
with syndicates were a sort of periodic rituals for the SIC in year 2003.
All was necessary to create the culture needed for the fight against
money laundering and terrorist financing. By the same token the
Secretary was hosted as a guest speaker at several international &
regional conferences to share Lebanon's unique experience in fighting
money laundering. 
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4. Interagency Coordination

Throughout 2003 interagency coordination was high on our agenda, the
outcome of which was an enhanced AML regime. The National
Committee held several meetings that jump-started the effective col-
laboration between the SIC, Police, Customs and General Prosecutor
Office.   The required application system (S-Rac) needed for the timely
exchange of information between concerned agencies was initiated and
training seminars that targeted staff from concerned agencies were
advocated.

5.  International Cooperation

International cooperation with FIUs and other international competent
authorities remained an SIC priority. This has been manifested in the
SIC's admittance to the Egmont Group and in the number of foreign
cases investigated and passed on.  Cooperating internationally was not
restricted to case-investigations but also extended to organizing semi-
nars jointly with both our counterparts  and  other  foreign  authorities.   

Under the Patronage of the British Embassy and the Governor of
Banque du Liban, the SIC organized with each of NCIS and HM
Customs two workshops that were attended by staff from the SIC,
General Prosecutor Office, Customs and Police. Regional and local sem-
inars are currently under way to take place in the year 2004.

6.  Selection of Typologies

Counterfeiting Money

On July 23, 2003 the SIC received a copy of a bill of indictment from the
General Prosecutor in connection with the indictment of a group of
persons charged with counterfeiting money. 

On August 7, 2003 the SIC decided to investigate with all banks and
financial institutions operating in Lebanon and ask them to provide it
with information about the existence of any account belonging directly
or indirectly to the names listed in the above mentioned indictment, so
as to enable it to take the appropriate decision in this respect.

After investigating the case, the SIC decided on October 16, 2003 the
following:

1 Lift banking secrecy on the accounts of one of the related sus-
pects and  freeze them.

2 Transmit a certified copy of the decision to the:
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General Prosecutor

Concerned bank

Concerned party.

In addition, the SIC decided to provide the General Prosecutor with a
copy of its report.

Embezzlement of private funds

On August 16, 2003 the SIC received an STR from a local bank inform-
ing it that an employee has embezzled funds from several bank
accounts pertaining to some depositors.

On August 28, 2003 the SIC decided to investigate with all banks and
financial institutions operating in Lebanon and ask them to provide it
with information about the existence of any account belonging direct-
ly or indirectly to the concerned suspect.

Simultaneously, the SIC decided to:

1 Lift banking secrecy on all bank accounts that appear in the
course of the investigation and freeze them.

2 Transmit a certified copy of the decision to the: 

General Prosecutor

Concerned banks

Concerned party.

Terrorism

On July 3, 2003 the SIC received a letter from the U.S. Embassy
through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that included the thirty-fifth
list of sixteen names  (individuals) related to terrorist financing.

On July 15, 2003 the SIC decided to investigate with all banks and
financial institutions operating in Lebanon and ask them to provide it
with information about the existence of any account belonging direct-
ly or indirectly to the case so as to enable the Commission to take the
appropriate decision in this respect.

Investigation revealed the non-existence of any bank accounts.

Drug Trafficking

On July 9, 2003 the SIC received a copy of a bill of indictment from the
General Prosecutor in connection with the indictment of a person
charged with drug trafficking.
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On August 7, 2003 the SIC decided to investigate with all banks and
financial institutions operating in Lebanon and ask them to provide it
with information about the existence of any account belonging directly
or indirectly to the suspect so as to enable the Commission to take the
appropriate decision in this respect.

On October 16, 2003 the SIC decided to provide the General
Prosecutor with a copy of the investigation report.

Organized Crime

On May 23, 2003 the SIC received a letter from the AML unit at the
Lebanese Internal Security Forces seeking its assistance regarding a
request from the  Interpol  of a certain country in connection with an
ongoing investigation concerning the existence of bank accounts
owned by individuals suspected of the assassination of the late presi-
dent of the said country.

On May 29, 2003, the SIC decided to investigate with all banks and
financial institutions operating in Lebanon and ask them to provide it
with information about the existence of any account belonging directly
or indirectly to the list, so as to enable the Commission to take the
appropriate decision in this respect.

On July 7,2003 the SIC decided to transmit to the AML unit at the
Lebanese Internal Security Forces its report related to the said list.

Illegal Arms Trade

On August 18, 2003 the SIC received a letter from the United Nations
(Panel of Experts on a certain country) communicated to it by the
Permanent Mission of Lebanon to the United Nations requesting infor-
mation on an account opened at a local bank in connection to an ongo-
ing investigation concerning illegal arms trade.

On August 28, 2003 the SIC decided to investigate with the said bank
and ask it to provide it with information about the existence of any
account belonging directly or indirectly to the case, so as to enable the
Commission to take the appropriate decision in this respect.

On November 6, 2003 the SIC decided to inform the concerned Panel
of Experts through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with the results of
the investigation.
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* Foreign cases

Reported cases
Country

Number % total

Total 92 100

1

Australia 3 3.26

Belgium 23 25.00

Brazil 1 1.09

Cyprus 3 3.26

European Union 1 1.09

Pretoria 1 1.09

3 3.26Bulgaria

France 13.0412

Colombia 1 1.09

Czech Republic 1.09

Greece 1 1.09
Holland 1 1.09
Mauritius 1 1.09

United Kingdom 3 3.26
3 3.26Germany

2.172Serbia

1 1.09Spain
1 1.09Syria

United Nations 5.435

United States 24 26.09

1 1.09Croatia
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ANNEX 1

Training & Seminars
LOCAL

Date Seminar/Organizers Topic Participants
January, 2003

February, 2003

March, 2003

April, 2003

June, 2003

September, 2003

October, 2003

November, 2003

AML Units of the Police and Customs
Accounting Firm

Association of Banks in Lebanon

Bundesbank of Germany and Banque
du Liban

Police AML Unit 

On-Job Training at the SIC offices

Customs AML Unit

Banque du Liban

Lebanese Internal Security Forces and
International Technical Assistance
Unit at the French Police

SIC

SIC & NCIS

SIC & HM Customs

On-job training program

Money Laundering: Investigation, Compliance and Indicators

Seminar on “Payment Systems”

On-job training 

Operating Functions and Investigation Methods 

Learning about their procedures and systems and especially their IT system

“Systems, Procedures and Responsibilities of Money Laundering
Regulators”

Formation à la Lutte contre le Blanchiment d'Argent

Providing technical assistance: One-day tour to SIC Units

Money Laundering Workshop

Three-day seminar on AML issues (emphasis on investigating money
laundering cases from a Customs point of view)

Newly recruited SIC Staff

Banks Compliance Officers
SIC Staff

SIC Staff

SIC Staff

Lebanese Internal Security Forces Liaison Officer

SIC Staff

SIC Staff

LISF Staff
SIC Staff

Officers from the Syrian Police

Staff from the General Prosecutor office
Police Staff
SIC Staff
Customs Staff

Staff from the General Prosecutor office
Police Staff
SIC Staff
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ANNEX 2

Training & Seminars
INTERNATIONAL

Date Seminar/Organizers Topic Participants
February, 2003

March, 2003

April, 2003

May, 2003 

FFIEC
FinCEN

The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the Arab Monetary Fund
(AMF)

Money Laundering Alert 
Certified Money Laundering
Specialists

TracFin
CTIF-CFI (Belgium)
Commission Bancaire/ French Bank

CTIF-CFI 

MOKAS (Cyprus FIU)
Central Bank of Cyprus

NCIS-ECB (London)
MOT (Netherlands)

Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council 
One-day visit at FinCEN

Four-day visit to Washington D.C.:
US Treasury, FinCEN and other agencies

One-Week Seminar in Slovenia
Sponsored by the  US Secret Service

NCIS & FSA
Commission Bancaire & TRACFIN

“Financial Crimes Seminar”
One day visit to FinCEN to learn about their operations and update
themselves on latest AML issues

3-day workshop on Anti-Money Laundering & Combating the Financing
of Terrorism

8th International ML Conference 
ACAMS Exam

Various Banking Practices & ML Investigations Techniques
KYC Procedures and other procedures used in monitiring M/L activities
Bank Policies and Procedures concerning the KYC subject

Congress of the 10th Anniversary of CTIF-CFI

Cooperating in Information Exchange 

Structure and Operations of the U.K. and the Netherlands FIUs
Building a Professional Bond with Staff of Other FIUs

Four-day Anti-Money Laundering Workshop:
Recognize the Potential Money Laundering Risks Confronting Financial
Institutions
Various Issues Regarding the Operations of FinCEN in Particular and an
FIU in General
Exchange views and thoughts on issues of mutual interest and coopera-
tion in the field of AML

Issues of Money Laundering Like Computer, Credit Fraud and
Counterfeiting Money Crimes

Structure and Operations of the British & French FIUs
AML banking supervision examination methods.

SIC Staff

SIC Staff 

SIC Staff

SIC Staff 

SIC Secretary
Other FIUs

SIC Secretary

SIC Staff 

SIC Staff 

SIC Secretary

SIC Staff 

Compliance Unit Head
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Date Seminar/Organizers Topic Participants
June, 2003

July, 2003

September, 2003

November, 2003

Three-day visit to CTIF-CFI
Belgium Banking Supervision

Egmont Eleventh Plenary Meeting in
Sydney-Australia 
Visit to the Australian FIU: AUSTRAC
Training Visits to Each of FinCEN and
NCIS

NCIS   
Tracfin/ Commission Bancaire
Two-day visit to CTIF-CFI
Lebanese Bank in Brussels

Australian Federal Police and the
Brazilian authorities

Certified Information Systems
Security Professional (CISSP)

Two-day Visit to NCIS 

Training aiming at exposing the SIC staff to the operations of internation-
al FIUs and other concerned agencies

Admission of Lebanon as a Full Member
Ways and Methods Leading to Mutual Cooperation between Both
Agencies
Ongoing Training Efforts to Upgrade the Quality of the SIC Staff
Seminar on Anti-Money Laundering (FDIC)

Training aiming at exposing the SIC staff to the operations of internation-
al FIUs and other concerned agencies

Weeklong Workshop

Issues Concerning Information System Security

Learning about the Latest Information Technology and Security Systems
employed by NCIS

FIAU Head
SIC Staff

SIC Secreatry
Compliance Unit Head

SIC Staff 

SIC Staff 

SIC Secretary
Officer in-charge of drug enforcement at the
Lebanese Internal Security Forces
Representatives of different law enforcement
agencies from South American countries

IT/Security Assistant Manager

IT/Security manager 
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ANNEX 3

Training & Seminars in which the Secretary was a Speaker

Date Seminar/Organizers Topic Participants
January, 2003

February, 2003

March, 2003 

May, 2003

June, 2003

International Accounting Firm 

Association of Banks in Lebanon

Financial Stability Institute and the
Arab Monetary Fund

The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the Arab Monetary Fund
(AMF)

Faculty of Business Administration at
the American University of Beirut

Lebanese Association of CPAs 

Special Investigation Commission

Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)-
Lebanon chapter

Hariri Canadian University 

Money Dealers

U.K. Firm of FOULDS INGHAM
(Zurich): “Money Laundering 2003,
the New Global Regime”

Lebanon's Experience in the field of Fighting Money Laundering

Money Laundering: Investigation, Compliance and Indicators

Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and their Related Risks and
Impacts on the Financial Sector

Role of FIUs and the Lebanese Experience in the Fight Against Money
Laundering

Issues of Money Laundering 
Q&A

Regulations Concerning the Combating of Money Laundering in Lebanon
and Internationally 
Obligations and Responsibilities of External Auditors under the Anti-
Money Laundering Law no.318

Several ML Issues 
Investigation Techniques Employed by the SIC (Microsoft Visio)
Coordination Efforts developed over the past several months

Recent Developments in the ML Arena

Lebanon's Experience and Importance of Fighting Money Laundering and
its Social and Economic Impacts

Update on the latest AML Issues and Related Compliance
Examination Procedures made by the SIC on Money Dealers

Lebanon's Experience in the Fight Against Money Laundering

Regional partners and senior managers of this
firm

Banks Compliance Officers
SIC Staff

Arab Banking Supervisors

SIC Staff
Arab Banking Supervisors

SIC Staff 
AUB Students/ Professors

Accoutants 
SIC Staff

Customs' Officers 
AML Liaison Officer

Banks' Internal Auditors 
SIC Staff

Students 
SIC Staff

SIC Secretary 
Compliance Unit Head

Representatives from many countries and
organizations 
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Date Seminar/Organizers Topic Participants

July, 2003

August, 2003

September, 2003

October, 2003

November, 2003

Arabian Quality Makers (Damascus-
Syria)

Lebanese German Business Club 

International Arab Banking Summit:
“Banking in a Different World” -
Union of Arab Banks in Montreal-
Canada

Lebanese Internal Security Forces and
International Technical Assistance
Unit at the French Police

Association of Lebanese CPAs

Banque du Liban

Banque du Liban

Syrian Police College 

Federal Reserve Board and World Bank

SIC & HM Customs

Australian Federal Police and the
Brazilian authorities

Several ML Issues Including Lebanon's Experience 
Views and Opinion regarding Current Subjects concerning Financial
Crimes where exchanged

Money Laundering Issues 
Update on the Latest AML Issues and related Compliance Examination
procedures made by the SIC on Money Dealers

AML Issues 

Lebanon's Efforts in the Fight Against Money Laundering

Discussion revolved around the SIC's expectation in regard to the role of
the banks' External Auditors and their responsibilities in discharging their
duties under the AML Law and related Regulations

Several Related AML Issues (FIAU Head spoke)

AML History, Background & Current Issues with an Emphasis on the
need for International Cooperation in the Fight against Money
Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism

Money laundering issues and presenting the Lebanon's experience in the
fight against money laundering

Seminar for Senior Bank Supervisors from Emerging Economies

AML Current Issues in Lebanon

Lebanese Experience and the Strides made by Lebanon in the Fight
against Money Laundering

Syrian Bankers 
Business Community

LGBC 
SICs Compliance Manager

Arab and Canadian Bankers and Regulators 

LISF Staff
SIC Staff

Banks' Auditors
Compliance Unit Manager

Interns

University Students (Interns)

SIC Staff
General from the Lebanese Internal Security
Forces

Bank Supervisors from forty countries

Staff from the General Prosecutor office
Police Staff
SIC Staff
Customs Staff

Australian Federal Police
Brazilian Federal Police
COAF (Brazilian FIU)
Others
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